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RMS Knigh (828)responds and finds gizbear AF148 foraging naturally approximately 1-5moff the
Minnawanka road (northside just over the steep bank) on the big bend east of Cascade Overflow
camping

Location not good or ildife viewing with shep downhil cornerand bear foraging within 5mof 03d
surface. B28 hazesbear northeast into forested cover using "heybear” and approximately § rounds
fromthepaintball marker (shots made in vicinityofbear withnocontact).

Bear rearsupon hindlegs and huff at 328when approached but movesoff at a un once paintballs
impact ground nearby. Be remains in forestfor S minutes and then begins to traverse thelargeopen
$10pe 0the e351of thebigbend. Bearis upslope foraging on berries and overturing rocks and stumps
at good viewing distance so 828 manages onlookers and traffic. Bear eventually moves southeast up.
the Minnewanka road towards bumpy meadows

A traffic builds andcyclist appear coming up the road, B28 hazes bear into cover using hey bear." 10-
15minutes ater (at approx. 0900Hs) GB 148 crosses to the south side of Minnewanka road jus east of
bumpy meadows. 828and passing RCMP manage visitors whoare stopped in bumpy meadows as the
148 makes her wayeast through bumpy meadowstowards Johnson Lake turnoff.

At approx. 1000hs 148 found foraging naturally 1 m offMinnewanka 10d as the curve 200-300
westof Johnson ake turnoff and eas of bumpy meadows. 2-3 vehicles stopped with people out of their
vehices. Poorviewing location with bear immediately roadside on atightcurve. 828 hazes bear with

“heybear”and truck siren. bearmoves into cover quickly.

At 1015hesbear crosses Johnson Lake road and starts heading up the west sideof the 2Jack canal,
foraging naturally as she heads north. 828 moritors bears progress uni she s lost in cover cose tothe.
2Jack canal crosing structure.
July 19- 07:58 OR1386.
While scanningfo gizdly bear #7148, RMS Knight (828) discoversa bear jam slong Minnewarka Road,
astofbumpy meadows and approximatiey 200-300m westof the ohnson Lake tumoff. One tour bus
and 2:3 vehicles stopped with aleast one personoutsideof vehice. A medium sized grizzly bear yellow
tag #148 (rightea)with GPS colar is foraging naturallyi the ditch appro. 1m of the road surface.

Baarjams located on a sharp S-curve and bearisimmediately roadside making fo poor location for
wildife viewing.
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